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remote repository into a local (git) repository Suppose I have a repository on GitHub, in a directory such that it is
accessible to me only. Suppose that I push to it with $ git push origin master Suppose then that I create a local
clone of it $ git clone git@github.com:myusername/repo.git and now I want to make this a local (git) repository so
that I can do things like committing, tracking and pushing to my local repository, but not have that web-
accessible remote repository be anything but a remote reference. What is the best way to achieve this? A: You
could create a separate repository for that project, then push your commits to this new repository, where you
need to maintain the code. If you really want to keep your project within GitHub, you need to fork the project.
And if you really want to have your own fork, I suggest you to create it as a virtual repository using the create
repository link at the root of the GitHub. This way, if you want to push to your fork, you don't need to do an extra
step, and you can keep your repository with the code (GitHub will automatically clone it when you push). Simona
Chiuța Simona Chiuța (born 18 September 1995 in Iași) is a Romanian female acrobatic gymnast. She is affiliated
with ASPTT Ilinden, and has won bronze medals at the 2015 and 2016 Acrobatic Gymnastics World
Championships, and at the 2016 Acrobatic Gymnastics European Championships. References Category:1995
births Category:Living people Category:Romanian acrobatic gymnasts Category:Sportspeople from Iași30
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